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Ion acceleration driven by ultra-intense laser pulses in plasma targets has attracted enormous

attention. Ultra-thin foil is the most considered target configuration in which the acceleration

is usually a result of the combination of the mechanisms of hole-boring, light-sail, and target-

normal-sheath field. In this talk we focus on ion acceleration in a different configuration: foam-

like targets in relativistically-transparent regime. Simulations have shown that self-trapping and

acceleration of ions do happen in such a target when applying an ultra-intense ultra-short laser

pulse. The self-trapping is caused by the breaking of an ion wave which is excited by the laser-

driven charge-separation field which co-propagates with the laser pulse, so we call the accel-

eration mechanism ion wave breaking acceleration (IWBA) [1]. It happens with the transition

of ion behaviour from fluid-like to kinetic, accompanied by the transition ion trajectories from

no-crossing to crossing. The trapping process is self-regulating such that only a small fraction

of the background ions are self-trapped and then accelerated in the charge-separation field. This

results in high-quality ion beams with low energy spread and beam emittance.

One challenge of IWBA in experiments is that it is extremely difficult to prepare a foam-like

target standalone with well controllability. Actually, in laboratories, a foam-like target is usually

produced on a high-density substrate. Here we show that IWBA can survive in such a target

combining a substrate and a foam as long as the substrate is thin enough so that it is transparent

to the incident laser pulse. This makes an experimental realization of IWBA possible. This

allows designing robust and controllable laser-plasma ion accelerators.
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